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About This Game

Save the world from being covered in excrement!
If you love dealing with everyday inconveniences, ridiculous situations, and having no toilet paper, then this game is for you.

Tons of adventure and excitement in this 25 hour long quest. Explore the world, defeat enemies and solve puzzles!

We got a good amount of hate because (1. RPG Maker) and (2. Poop jokes). With that said:
Before you criticize, AT LEAST play the free 3 chapter demo!

Set out on a somewhat meaningless epic adventure! Four friends (well 2 are friends, 2 are randoms) with stereotypical elemental
powers find out what it means to have their toilet paper stolen. They set out for revenge on a mysterious villain

(OOOoooOOOooohhhh.....) who causes this immense inconvenience. Prepare yourself for a full day's worth of excitement
(disclaimer: please don't play for a whole day in one sitting)!

Turn based adventure/RPG
300+ maps

25 hours of gameplay (and that's if you know exactly what to do and where to go)
4 playable characters (already mentioned; see above)

21 weapons, and even more items including a few stat boosters
119 enemies (that you will inevitably hate)
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All your typical adventure game locations
Elemental superpowers (with that slight twist of course)

Full game is over 500MB (lots of graphics and music, all free for commercial use)

2.5 years in development. Started in September 2013 in RPG Maker VX Ace, and COMPLETELY REDONE in RPG Maker
MV. Finished in 2016.

CONTROLS:
Standard RPG Maker control setup

Action/Cancel: Z, X
Move: Arrow Keys

Run: Hold Shift
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Title: The Unclogging: An Unsanitary Saga
Genre: RPG
Developer:
DLHB Studios
Publisher:
DLHB Studios
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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First time i'm leaving a bad review for anything.....but, this game has been a buggy mess from day one and continues to be one!
the latest fun is that I can't play because "authentication failed". I haven't played it! :D

10\/10. Okay this review gets an up-front disclaimer from me. This game is well made. Very well done. But it is a comedy set in
the Cthulhu Mythos. I realize that there is a lot of fatigue going around for those right now. This game had an extended
development time, so I am not going to be holding that against it. Games like Cthulhu Saves the World weren't out when the
writing on this game was started, so I am not going to sling mud about the concept. I am evaluating the game on its own merits
not as an entry in a crowded field.

The good: Great humor, seriously laugh-out-loud at times. The humor ranges from broad to very sophsiticated, from generally
funny to pop-culture referential and frequently stretches into the surreal.
The combat "system" involves arguing with enemies and their weaknesses force you to try to figure out what answers are likely
to stymie them, either by patterns in their dialogue or knowing their personality. These refer from triva contests ranging from
80s television to shakesperian insults to classic riddles to your knowledge of tabletop gaming. A tremendous amount of content
for the price, including a DLC that has a decently long campaign. Creative story that coasts about the Lovecraft Mythos without
ever getting too serious. Also manages to do Lovecraft without accidentally importing Lovecraft's endemic racism, which can be
hard to excise from his works. The battle system offers plenty of allies with skills that can help out if you just can't figure out
what the enemy wants you to say to beat them, which lowers what might otherwise be a high difficulty bar without encyclopedic
knowledge.

Fully voice acted, with some great VO work for an indy game, seriously good. Nice variety of VAs too, which avoids the "wait
which one is Chigara again?!" syndrome some visual novel VOs suffer from where it's hard to tell people apart.

The bad: I feel almost bad writing a bad section, because they're all forgivable especially in light of the price point here and the
fact it's an indy developer. Some combats are difficult to figure out the pattern of answers the enemy is looking for, some tip
you off with their dialogue, some do not. Some of the combat takes seriously broad cultural knowledge from 70s sitcoms to
Shakespere to tabletop roleplaying games. This is made easier with ally abilities that give you hints or lessen the penalty for
wrong answers.

The Ugly: If a bug-free game release eludes AAA devs like Bethesda and Bioware, what chance does an indy have? especially
when they're pushing the boundries of what their engine can do? I did have bugs but the developer was very responsive in fixing
them. So I'm not taking off points here, I forgave Skyrim, I forgave Fallout: New Vegas and I sure as hell can forgive an indy
dev.

Buy this if: If you enjoy fourth wall breaks, if you enjoy parody. If your favorite part of Mystery Science Theater 3,000 was
when you got an obscure theater reference they made ("don't talk about our son, Martha!") and feeling really clever about it. If
you enjoy visual novels with a light strategy game coating to keep things interesting. If you're not SURE if you like games like
this, then pick up a copy and see, it's worth the price and a good representative of the better parody games.

Don't bother if: If you think Cthulhu Mythos has jumped the shark beyond the point parodies are funny. If you were expecting a
tentacle hentai, this one is PG-13 at worst.. A disappointment.

I'm writing this review right after I've finished the game.

Some of the puzzles are just way to hard and you are punished for making experimental choices (like dying). You will have to
inspect every single pixel if you're playing in gamer mode. 2nd part of the game is very linier and if you miss a single one of the
20 collectables you won't unlock the extra content and you can't go back to get what you missed.

I played the previous Tex Murphy adventures. I remember I enjoyed them but this one will be forgotten although there are some
enjoyable moments half of the time. Response selection does not seem to have any impact at all and in the end the game is
completely linier.
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Replay value is close to zero.. I only started to play this game but it already hooked me up. Atmosphere and music are awesome.
The main mechanic is interestin and what is more important, there are a lot of cool features like time wrapping or cool idea with
masks. If you are a big fan of Souls serives this game is a great 2d analogue for you! You will suffer!. Got bored really fast..
Hey you! Yes, you! Are you a reasonable human being? Do you hate Nazis? Do you wish to sometimes kill Nazis? Do you wish
to attack 1960's era Berlin, London, etc, which have been invaded by Nazis? Do you wish to attack a Nazi moon base?

Well oh boy, hold on to your seat, because do I have a game for you!. 5 days view this streem and now any souvenir =(. The
break system is rather clunky and feels hard to break in single loco setting, otherwise the TRAXX series are one of the best
european train that are currently serving multiple central european countries. I rate this DLC 7 out of 10.

Ever since the new Inter City coach update, I approve of this, I'll rate it as 8 out of 10 for now, all outstanding issues are fixed..
Ok after finish all achivements and see that comunity maps ... not work (at least for me).... i have to say is not a bad game..
actually remember me a little other plataformers... but basicly game is like this...
1. there is a square map, and floors, disapear floors, false floors,spines on some floor, a ball with a spines and some creature,
your objective is get 3 items and go to door... well being honest you no need get those 3 items all the time.. but i think it should
for make game really long and interesting.
2. you have 5 movements, first the classic left and right, second jump .. and here is a big cons... jump is sensitive a lot senstive ..
alot of times died cause jump too high ... you can combine jump and left and right. and last rotate screen left or right as long
you are hitting a floor... IMPORTANT.. you cannot move left and right or rotate again after rotate screen if you are not on a
floor. Basicly the game will give priority to the gravity and will move all the way until hit floor or die.
3. so becomes a puzzle with sensitive controls.. that a lot of times will say... really i'm not a machine to do something so precise
without fail... like when you have to run.. jump and take cover of a row of balls.. and there is only 1 safe zone that is too narrow.
The creatures can be killed using the ball with spines.. so that requieres plan too.. where you are, where is enemy.. use rotate
screen to move the ball .. etc... if a ball is up from you when you fall... is ok keep moving to left or right and you can evade... as
long you can move those places.
4. this for me is a con.. but well for others will be not... the hidden floors sometimes work fine cause are a laberynth.. other
times will make you fail.. and fail.. and will become a game about die .. see what floors were false.. and memorize... could be
fun sometimes... other times... when the item is hidden in those floors are a pain.
5. the Disapear floors are for move left of right fast.. you can't use them for jump again.. and actually that is ok.
6. music... well i suggest mute and put youtube or something.. this game dont take much ram.. or anything.
7. this is very negative.. screen change the illumination a lot when you die.. sometimes becomes too black.. and for this type of
game ... that is very bad.
so at the end.. game is fun... have a a level editor if you want keep yourself busy making challegenes and test them.. sadly i dont
see the public one working... also game is too sensitive sometimes for their own good... failing and failing cause ask a precise
thing is not fun after a while... but if you can keep your patience you will enjoy the game...
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Nice game
Use tanks
take something down
capture a position
create a route
wew its great to play such a game when you get Cooldown on CSGO :P. Really like this game. Feels a little like playing an
episode of Deep Space 9 in a way.

Took me a few play throughs to get the hang of it. Just expect to die until your 3rd or 4th playthrough unless you're smarter than
me, which is hardly a high hurdle.. 5000 achievements under 30 minutes. That's it.

This game does NOT have Trading Cards as advertised.

Garbage. Avoid it. 1/10 (for achievements). This game was quite a bit of fun! Yes, it is a mobile port, but it's a port done
correctly. You get free credits and gold from the ingame shop every 45 minutes, and a pack of support cards once a day. The
rest of the upgrading you do in the game is completed with credits and gold that you earn during missions. There are NO
microtransactions in this game! I just completed the last survival level, and I consider the game completed at this point even
though there are a few more achievements that I didn't get. All in all, if the game catches your eye, give it a try!. Nice twisted
fully controller compatible game!. The original Thief 2 bank mission was one of the great classics of Thief 1 & 2. This
"homage" is nothing but an endless parade of over-priced horse s**t. Unoriginal & completely uninspired.. It does not work on
CV1
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